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Abstract
In this paper we study how to maximize the lifetime of randomly deployed wireless sensor networks by applying
adaptive traffic distribution and power control. We model this problem as a linear program by abstracting the network
into multiple layers. First we focus on the scenario where transmission energy consumption plays the dominant role
in overall energy consumption. After ignoring the receiving energy consumption, we observe that: in order to
maximally extend the lifetime, each node should split its traffic into two portions, where one portion is sent directly
to the sink, and the other one to its neighbor in the next inner layer. Next we consider the effect of incorporating
the processing energy consumption. In this case, we have similar observation: for each packet to be sent, the sender
should either transmit it using the transmission range with the highest energy efficiency per bit per meter, or transmit
it directly to the sink. Besides studying the upper bound of maximum achievable lifetime extension, we discuss
some practical issues, such as how to handle the signal interference caused by adaptive power control. Finally, we
propose a fully distributed algorithm to adaptively split traffic and adjust transmission power for randomly deployed
wireless sensor networks. We also provide extensive simulation results which demonstrat that the network lifetime
can be dramatically extended by applying the proposed approach in various scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks have drawn extensive attention in recent years due to their potential applications, such
as environmental monitoring, industrial sensing and diagnostics, battlefield surveillance, target tracking, search and
rescue, and disaster relief [1], [2]. However, owing to their compact form and extremely low cost, sensor nodes
are usually severely energy constrained. Furthermore, in a large-scale wireless sensor network with thousands of
nodes, replacing batteries will be either extremely difficult or even impossible, especially in harsh environments.
This leads to one of the most critical performance measures for wireless sensor networks: network lifetime.
In the literature, various types of techniques have been proposed to maximize the lifetime of wireless sensor
networks under energy constraints. One approach is to design energy-aware routing protocols, such as the schemes
proposed in [3]–[5]. Another approach is to apply energy-aware sleep scheduling, described in [6]–[8], which have
addressed how and when to put the sensor nodes into sleep mode to reduce energy consumption. As demonstrated
in [9]–[11], the network lifetime can also be extended by performing in-network data aggregation to exploit the
redundancy among the collected data. By applying energy-efficient clustering and hierarchical routing, that is,
dividing the network into multiple clusters and routing in a hierarchical structure, the network lifetime can also be
extended, as shown in [12]–[14]. Another approach is to move the sink around in order to collect data from sensors
to balance the energy consumption in different sensor nodes is also a possible option [15]. Another straightforward
way to extend the network lifetime is to allocate more resources into specific areas to relieve the bottleneck effect,
as illustrated in [16]–[18].
In this paper we investigate how to extend the lifetime of a randomly deployed wireless sensor network by
applying adaptive traffic distribution and transmission range (power) adjustment. This is motivated by the following
observation: in a sensor network where nodes need to send data to the sink and all nodes use the same transmission
power, nodes around the sink will experience much higher power consumption rate than faraway nodes because of
the extra relaying burden. As a consequence, these nodes will run out of energy very quickly, resulting in the death
of the network, though there is still considerable unused energy left in those faraway nodes. If nodes can adaptively
adjust their transmission range, nodes far away from the sink can at least send data directly to the sink to reduce
relaying burden of down stream nodes, and consequently increase the network lifetime. Such an approach has also
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been considered in [19]–[22] from the energy balancing aspect. The connection between our work and their work
as well as the differences will be further discussed in Section VI.
As in [3], we define the network lifetime as the time elapsing between network deployment and the moment when
the first node dies. After abstracting the network using a layered model, we can model the lifetime maximizing
adaptive traffic distribution and power control problem as a linear program. In order to help better understand the
problem and meanwhile shed light on the solution to more complicated scenarios, we first study the scenario by
ignoring the processing energy consumption (e.g., circuit-level energy consumed during transmission and receiving).
In this case, both numerical results and theoretical analysis have confirmed the following important finding: in order
to maximally extend the network lifetime, for each packet to be sent, the node should transmit it either directly to
the sink, or to the immediate next inner hop. The significance of such a finding lies in fact that it can lead to very
simple and efficient distributed algorithms for splitting the traffic and adjusting the transmission power adaptively.
We then study the effect of incorporating the processing energy consumption into our problem. In this case a
similar finding is obtained: for each packet to be sent, the sender should transmit it either directly to the sink, or
to the certain inner layers with the highest energy efficiency per bit per meter. Moreover, the results indicate that
incorporating processing energy consumption will not decrease the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive traffic
distribution and power control approach. Furthermore, incorporating the processing energy consumption can even
make the maximally extensible network lifetime increase. The results also show that the variation of the processing
energy consumption will not significantly affect the extensible lifetime. In other words, the proposed approach can
work in various scenarios under various sensor node settings.
Although adaptive transmission power adjustment can lead to significant lifetime extension, in practice, we may
not be able to reach the maximally achievable extension that it has promised. One reason is that such an adaptive
transmission power adjustment scheme can introduce extra signal interference, especially when long transmission
ranges are used. To combat this issue, instead of focusing on designing complicated scheduling and medium access
control schemes, in this work we propose a very simple yet effective approach: limiting the number of nodes that
are allowed to adjust their transmission range. Specifically, only a certain number of nodes nearest to the sink are
allowed to perform adaptive transmission range adjustment, and all other nodes will keep their transmission power
fixed. Although this may reduce the maximally achievable lifetime extension, the simulation results demonstrate
that the lifetime extension is still significant.
Decentralization is one key feature of wireless sensor networks. In order to make the proposed approach practically
applicable, we need to implement it in a fully distributed way. Towards this goal, we propose Energy-Aware Data
Propagation Algorithm (EADPA), a fully distributed algorithm, to perform online adaptive traffic distribution and
transmission range adjustment. Our extensive results demonstrate that EADPA is very efficient and significantly
extending the lifetime of randomly deployed wireless sensor networks in various scenarios and network settings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the network model and the problem formulation.
Section III describes the numerical solutions to the problem as well as the theoretical analysis. The distributed
algorithm is described in Section IV. Section V presents the simulation results. Some related works are discussed
in Section VI. Finally Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider randomly deployed wireless sensor networks consisting of a set of homogeneous wireless sensors.
Each sensor needs to submit the collected information to the sink which is roughly located at the center of the area.
We assume that all sensors have the same amount of initial energy, denoted by E. This is usually true in randomly
deployed wireless sensor networks. However, we do not put energy constraint on the sink, which also makes sense
in practice. Given the network to be deployed, some Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, and specific types of
sensors, we also pose a minimum and maximum transmission range limitation for each sensor, denoted by r min
and rmax. The value of rmax is usually decided by hardware constraint, while the value of rmin can be determined
by both hardware limitation and QoS requirements, such as network connectivity.
In this paper, similar as in [17], [23], we model the transmission energy consumption at each node as follows:
Pt(r) = β · rα per bit. (1)
Here α is the path loss exponent, r is the targeted transmission range, and β is a scalar indicating the energy needed
to successfully convey an information bit to a unit distance.
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Besides transmission energy consumption, circuit-level energy consumption, such as energy consumed during
encoding, decoding, modulation, and demodulation, also play an important role in many scenarios. In this paper we
refer to this as the processing energy. We first consider processing energy consumed during transmission. In general
this contributes a constant additive term to the overall energy consumption, which can be molded as follows:
Pc = γ1 per bit. (2)
The value of γ1 is determined by the underlying communication technologies, such as the encoding and modulation
schemes used. Similarly, the processing energy consumed per bit during receiving stage is modeled as follows:
Pr = γ2 per bit. (3)
The value of γ2 is also determined by the underlying technologies, such as the decoding and demodulation schemes
used.
Next we model the lifetime maximization problem. If the exact distances between all pairs of nodes are known,
it is possible to model the problem precisely. However, in randomly deployed wireless sensor networks, such
information is usually impossible to obtain. To make the problem tractable, in this paper we first focus on a sensor
network deployed inside a circular area with the sink located in the center. We divide the network into multiple
layers: a node belongs to the lth layer if and only if its distance to the sink lies in the range ((l−1) · rmin, l · rmin],
and the layer 0 is the sink. Here rmin also specifies the width of each layer. We also assume that the sensors in
each layer are equally-spaced deployed. These assumptions will be relaxed later when we conduct performance
evaluation.
Let R denote the radius of the network and let L denote the total number of layers in the network, that is,
L =  Rrmin . For any integers l, k with 0 ≤ k < l ≤ L, let xl,k denote the average number of bits that a node in
the lth layer needs to request nodes in the k th layer to forward per unit time. Let g denote the average number of
bits each node will generate per unit time. We can readily check that the ratio between the number of nodes in the
kth layer and the number of nodes in the lth layer (k > l) is 2k−12l−1 . Thus the average number of bits that a node
in the lth layer will receive from nodes in the kth layer (k > l) should be 2k−12l−1 xk,l. Let Tlife denote the network
lifetime and P = ETlife be the average energy consumption rate. Here maximizing T life is equivalent to minimizing







2l − 1 xk,l + g =
l−1∑
k=0









2l − 1 xk,lPr ≤ P, 1 ≤ l ≤ L (6)
xl,k ≥ 0, 0 ≤ k < l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L (7)
xl,k = 0, (l − k)rmin > rmax, 0 ≤ l, k ≤ L (8)
xl,k = 0, 0 ≤ l ≤ k ≤ L (9)
where P l,kt = Pc + Pt((l − k)rmin). Eqn. (5) models the traffic conservation, i.e., for each node the amount of
transmitted traffic should be equal to the traffic received plus the traffic generated. Eqn. (6) poses the energy
constraint. Eqn. (7) guarantees the feasibility of the solutions. Eqn. (8) limits each node’s maximum transmission
range. Eqn. (9) prevents nodes sending traffic further away from the sink.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A. Results without Considering Processing Energy
To help better understand the problem and shed light on the solutions to more complicated scenarios, we first study






















































Fig. 2. Lifetime extension under the constraint rmax = 2rmin
applies to the situations where the transmitting power plays a dominant role, such as in long range communication.
Now for each node the energy consumed to transmit a bit r meters away is:






Without loss of generality we normalize rmin = 1.
Before presenting the theoretical results, we first examine the numerical solutions, and compare the lifetime
extension under different settings. The baseline approach is as follows: each layer is only allowed to transmit to
its next immediate inner layer, that is, rmax = rmin. In the following comparison, extended lifetime (or lifetime
extension) denotes the ratio between the extended lifetime by other approach over the lifetime obtained by the
baseline approach. In other words, if the extended lifetime is x%, the whole lifetime is (1+x%) times the lifetime
of the baseline approach.
We first study the maximum possible lifetime extension that can be achieved by applying adaptive traffic
distribution and power control. Fig. 1 illustrates the numerical results for different network radii and path loss
exponents by setting rmax ≥ R and assuming interference-free medium access scheduling. From these results we
can see that the network lifetime can be extended about 75% when the path loss exponent is 3, and around 25%
when the path loss exponent is 4. When the path loss exponent is 2, the lifetime extension can be up to 325% for
the network size 15 (here network size denotes the number of layers in the network). From these results we can
observe that the larger the network size, the more the network lifetime can be extended, especially when the path
loss exponent is low. When the path loss exponent becomes high, the benefit of increasing transmission range will
be reduced due to the fact that longer transmission range results in lower energy efficiency per bit per meter.
As we mentioned before, in practice nodes usually have maximum transmission range constraint. So we next
study the numerical solutions by imposing maximum transmission range constraint. Fig. 2 illustrates the results for
one case: rmax = 2rmin. First, from these results we can see that even after imposing such a restrictive constraint,
significant lifetime extension can still be achieved: 75%, 33% and 14% for path loss exponent being 2, 3, and
4 respectively. Furthermore, given a fixed path loss exponent, the extended network lifetime percentage remains




















































α = 2 without extra constraint
α = 2 with  extra constraint
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α = 2 without extra constraint
α = 2 with extra constraint
α = 3 without extra constraint
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. Comparison between constraining transmission power adjustment to innermost several layers versus imposing a maximum
transmission range constraint. (a) rmax = 2 (b) rmax = 3 (c) rmax = 4
To better understand this phenomena, we slightly modify the original problem by putting an extra constraint: only
the inner k layers are allowed to adjust their transmission range, while all the other layers keep their transmission
range fixed at rmin. Then we can theoretical prove the following statements: when α = 2, setting k = 3 can
result in 75% lifetime extension; when α = 3, setting k = 4 can result in 32.8% lifetime extension; when α = 4,
setting k = 3 can result in 128.% lifetime extension. Now we use α = 2 as an example to explain how this can
be achieved. We assume there are m nodes in the first layer. Then there are (2i− 1)m nodes in the i th layer. The
bound 75% can be achieved by applying the following strategy: the nodes in the 1 st layer transmit 47L
2mg traffic
to the sink; the nodes in the 2nd layer transmit 37L
2mg traffic to the sink and transmit none to the 1st layer; the
nodes in the 3rd layer transmit (47L
2 − 1)mg traffic to the 1st layer and ( 37L2 − 3)mg traffic to the 2nd layer. This
suggests that when the maximum transmission range is constrained to 2, the network lifetime is mainly determined
by how the inner four layers distribute traffic.
Now we study the more general cases by varying rmax. Fig. 3 illustrates the numerical results under different rmax
values, where α = 2. We can see that with the increase of rmax, the network lifetime extension also increases. This
is easy to understand: with the increase of rmax, each node has more choices to send traffic to, and the optimization
problem becomes less constrained. Similar to the results in Fig. 2, we can also observe that the extended lifetime
remains almost the same for different network size, 125% for rmax = 3 and 160% for rmax = 4. The reason is as
before: in this case the network lifetime is mainly determined by how those innermost layers behave.
To give a better idea of how an important role the innermost layers act as, we come back to the following simple
strategy by imposing an extra constraint: only those innermost layers that can directly reach the sink are allowed
to adaptively adjust their transmission range, while all the other layers fix the transmission range at rmin. Fig. 4
illustrates the numerical results as well as the comparison to the results without imposing this extra constraint, that
is, all nodes can adjust their transmission range up to rmax. From these results we can see that although there
is performance loss comparing to the case where all nodes are allowed to adjust transmission range, the lifetime
extension is still significant: 50%, 91% and 126% when only innermost 2, 3, and 4 layers are allowed to adjust














































































traffic to next layer
traffic to sink
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. Traffic splitting ratio for each layer, where the whole traffic is split between the next inner layer and the sink. Path loss exponent
α = 2. (a) network radius = 9 (b) network radius = 12 (c) network radius = 15
lies in that it can greatly simplify the implementation: if only some innermost layers are allowed to adjust their
transmission power, the scheduling and medium access control protocol can be greatly simplified and the extra
signal interference caused by power adjustment can be significantly reduced.
If we take a further look at the numerical solutions to the problem (4)-(9), we can see for each node its whole
traffic will be split into two portions, one is directly sent to the sink and one is sent to the next inner layer , as
illustrated in Fig. 5. This can be translated into the following statement: when there is no maximum transmission
range constraint (e.g., rmax ≥ R), the optimization problem (4)-(9) should have at least one optimal solution with
the following simple form:
{xi,i−1 ≥ 0, xi,0 ≥ 0, xi,j = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ L, 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 2} (11)
The attraction of this form lies in that it can direct us to design efficient and fully distributed algorithm to perform
online traffic distribution and power adjustment. Now the question is whether this can hold in general. To answer
this question, we have formally prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1: When α ≥ 1, γ1 = γ2 = 0, and each node can reach the sink by adjusting its transmission
power, there always exists an optimal solution to the optimization problem (4)-(9) with the simple form (11).
Proof: We assume there exist one optimal solution with arbitrary form for LP (4)-(9). We then redistribute
the traffic on the links other than {xi,i−1, xi,0, 1 ≤ i ≤ L} repeatedly until no such link exists. In this way, the
original optimal solution is transformed into a simple form solution. Finally, we prove that this transformed simple
form solution does not have shorter lifetime than original optimal solution. For detail proof, please refer to [24]
Lemma 1: When γ1 = γ2 = 0, by applying the optimal solution for the optimization problem (4)-(9), the
nodes in all layers will use energy at the same rate.
Proof: Suppose by applying the optimal solution, the nodes in different layers use the energy at different rate.
Considering the innermost layer j from those layers with the highest energy consumption rate, there are two cases:
I. If j ≥ 2, let the energy consumption rate for nodes in layers j and j−1 be p1 and p2 respectively. Let the nodes
in layer j send 0 < ∆x < (p1−p2)(2j−3)(j−1)α(2j−1) more traffic to layer j − 1 and the nodes in layer j − 1 send 2j−12j−3∆x
more traffic to the sink. In this way the nodes in the layer j will reduce their energy consumption rate, and the
nodes in the layer j−1 will increase their energy consumption rate but smaller than p1. Notice that since all nodes
have the same initial energy and same traffic generation rate, this adjustment is always applicable. By applying
this adjustment iteratively, the MIN-MAX power will be reduced, thus the original optimal solution is not optimal.
Lemma holds;
II. If j = 1, we denote layer i as the layer where all layers between layer 1 and layer i (including layer 1 and
layer i) have same energy consumption rate and layer i + 1 has smaller energy consumption rate. Let the energy
consumption rate for nodes in layers i and i + 1 be p1 and p2 respectively. Let the nodes in layer i + 1 send
0 < ∆x < (p1−p2)(i+1)α−1 more traffic to the sink then the nodes in layer i have less relay traffic. In this way the nodes
in the layer i will reduce their energy consumption rate, and the nodes in the layer i + 1 will increase their energy
consumption rate but smaller than p1. Similar to case I, the Lemma holds.
Corollary 1: When α ≥ 1, γ1 = γ2 = 0, the simple form (11) solution is the unique optimal solution to the
optimization problem (4)-(9)
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Proof: According to the proof for Theorem 1, any other solution form can be transformed into simple form
without decreasing the network lifetime. During the transformation, there always exist some layers whose energy
consumption rate is lowered. It indicates that any other solution form except simple form can not be optimal solution
according to Lemma 1.
Now we take a further look at the results in Fig. 5. We can see that although the splitting ratio is different,
all three subfigures have a similar shape: the nodes in the middle layers will send traffic to sink with a lower
ratio, while the nodes in the layers either near the sink or near the boundary will send traffic to the sink with a
higher ratio. The reason is that nodes in faraway layers near the boundary have less traffic, so they can afford to
send a higher percentage of traffic directly to the sink, and nodes in innermost layers can afford to send a higher
percentage of traffic directly to the sink becuase their distance to the sink is small.
B. Results Considering Processing Energy
Now we study the effect of processing energy consumption on the lifetime maximization problem (4)-(9). When
no processing energy consumption is considered, due to the nonlinear (e.g., quadratic for α = 2) increase of
transmission power consumption with respect to the transmission range, shorter transmission range is usually
preferred. In other words, as long as the network connectivity can be maintained and certain QoS requirements
can be satisfied, the smaller the value of rmin, the higher the energy efficiency per bit per meter, and consequently
the higher the maximum achievable lifetime extension. However, when processing energy consumption is also
considered, shorter transmission range may not always be preferred to longer transmission range. Further, there
should exist an optimal transmission range such that the energy consumption per bit per meter can be minimized,









Later we can see that dchar plays a critical role in the solutions to the optimization problem (4)-(9).
In order to obtain the optimal solution to (4)-(9), similar as in Section III-A, our first step is to apply numerical
analysis. To make the results solid, our analysis is based on the typical energy consumption parameters as well as
their deviations [26], [27]. To have a better understanding how processing energy consumption affects the results,
we impose different constraints on the original problem (4)-(9). Specifically, four sets of constraints are imposed
separately, as described in Table I. To compare the lifetime obtained under different constraints, we regard the
lifetime obtained by imposing constraint C1 as the baseline.
TABLE I
EXTRA CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED ON THE ORIGINAL PROBLEM (4)-(9)
C1: always transmit using rmin.
C2: always transmit using dchar.
C3: either transmit using dchar, or directly to the sink.
C4: no extra constraint.
We set γ1 = 45nJ/bit, γ2 = 135nJ/bit, and β = 10pJ/bit/m2 for α = 2 [26]. Thus, dchar  134m. We then fix
rmin to be the characteristic distance calculated based on the above parameters, and decrease the value of β to get
different characteristic distance. Such decrease happens when the receiving technologies advances, or when some
special decoding techniques are applied. We fix R = 20rmin. Fig. 6 illustrates the results obtained by imposing
different constraints.
First, Fig. 6 shows that dramatic lifetime extension can be achieved by C3 and C4. For example, when d char =
rmin, more than 700% extension is achieved, while when dchar = 5rmin, the lifetime extension can be up to 5000%.
The results indicate that instead of decreasing the effectiveness of adaptive traffic distribution and power control
approach, the introduction of processing energy consumption can even further increase the maximum achievable
network lifetime extension. Second, we can see that the lifetime extension also increases with the increase of
characteristic distance. For example, even for C2, when dchar = 5rmin, the lifetime extension can reach 1200%.
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Fig. 7. Lifetime extension comparison by varying the ratio of γ1/γ2, α = 2.
rmin. In other words, shorter transmission range is not always preferred with the existence of processing energy
consumption. The reason is that when processing energy consumption play a more important role in overall energy
consumption (i.e., γ1+γ2β increases), transmitting using a short range becomes less energy efficient per bit per meter.
After examining the numerical solutions, we observe that when no extra constraint is imposed (corresponding
to C4), in most situations each node either directly transmit the traffic to the sink, or to some inner layers around
dchar away. This also explains why the lifetime gap between C3 and C4 is small, where the lifetime obtained
by imposing C4 is only slightly longer than the lifetime obtained by imposing C3. Due to its simplicity and the
concern of distributed implementation, the constraint C3 is usually preferred.
So far when we change dchar, we fixed the values of γ1 and γ2. However, with the advance of technology, both γ1
and γ2 may change. For example, applying sophisticated decoding techniques may lead to the increase of γ 2, while
applying sophisticated encoding techniques may increase γ1, and either can lead to the decrease of β. Now the
question is whether the change of γ1 and γ2 will result in the dramatic change of the solutions. To study this issue,
we consider the following three scenarios when increasing dchar: 1) simultaneously increase γ1 and γ2 by keeping
γ1/γ2 = 1/3; 2) increase γ2 only by fixing γ1; 3) increase γ1 only by fixing γ2. Fig. 7 illustrates the numerical
results obtained under 3 different scenarios by applying constraint C4. From Fig. 7 we can see that although the
maximum achievable lifetime extension is slightly different among the three scenarios, the three curves look very
similar. This suggests that varying γ1 and γ2 will not affect the effectiveness of the adaptive traffic distribution and
power control approach.
In the above analysis we focus on studying the effect of different transmitting and receiving technologies (i.e.,
different γ1, γ2 and β settings). Now we fix the values of γ1, γ2, and β, and study the effect of rmin. As we
mentioned before, besides physical limitation, rmin is also determined by certain QoS requirements, such as network
connectivity. For example, in a dense network we can use a small rmin, while in a sparse network we need a large
rmin to maintain necessary connectivity. Fig. 8 illustrates the results for various rmin. As before, we set α = 2,
γ1 = 45nJ/bit, γ2 = 135nJ/bit, β = 10pJ/bit/m2. Two network sizes are studied: 10dchar and 5dchar. Since we
have observed that imposing constraint C1 is not energy efficient, here we use the lifetime obtained by imposing
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Fig. 9. Lifetime extension for different rmax under extra constraint
constraints (C4).
First, Fig. 8 shows that higher lifetime extension can be obtained with the increase of network size. This is
similar as the results illustrated in Fig. 1. Second, with the decrease of rmin, the extensible lifetime increases. This
is because smaller rmin allows nodes to adjust their transmission power in a finer way. On the other hand, though
the extensible lifetime decreases when rmin increases, there is still considerable lifetime extension available. For
example, when the network size is 10dchar and rmin is 2dchar, the extended lifetime is about 400%. This also
suggests that the approach of adaptive traffic distribution and power control effectively extend the network lifetime
under different network size and node density.
When we further examine the numerical solutions to optimization problem (4)-(9), we find that when rmin ≥
1.2dchar , the optimal solution also exhibit a simple form. This has been generalized by the following theorem:
Theorem 2: When all nodes can reach the sink by adjusting their transmission power, as long as rmindchar ≥
max {( (α−1)(lα−rα)[r(l−r+1)]α+(r−1)α−lα−[(l−r+1)·(r−1)]α )
1
α , 3 ≤ l ≤ L, 2 ≤ r ≤ l − 1}, there always exists an optimal
solution to the problem (4)-(9) with the simple form (11).
Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we assume there exist one arbitrary optimal solution then we
transform it to a simple form solution according to some procedure. To prove the transformed solution has no less
lifetime than original one, we need rmin is large enough which is described in the above statement. For detail,
please refer to Appendix.
The Theorem 2 shows that as long as rmin is wider enough, the simple form solution is always the optimal
solution for LP (4)-(9). At the same time, according to Fig. 6, though the simple form solution is not optimal when
rmin is small, it can still approximate the optimal solution very well.




2 , there always exists an optimal solution to the problem (4)-(9) with the simple form (11).
Proof: It is easy to prove that when α = 2, the max value in the formulation in Theorem 2 is achieved at
l = 3, r = 2.
As we mentioned before, allowing nodes to adaptively adjust transmission power and transmit using a long range
may cause significant signal interference. In Section III-A we combat this issue by only allowing a small number
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of sensors that are nearest to the sink to adjust their transmission range, while all other nodes fix their transmission
range to be rmin. In this subsection we also adopt a similar approach with the difference being that now outside
nodes will fix their transmission range to be dchar. Fig. 9 illustrates the results by limited the number of nodes
that are allowed to adjust transmission range. The baseline is the lifetime obtained by imposing constraint C2.
The results are obtained by fixing the network size to be 10dchar , setting rmin = dchar, changing rmax, using
constraint C3, and imposing the extra constraint that only nodes who can directly reach the sink are allowed to
adjust transmission range.
From the results presented in Fig. 9 we can see that even when only several innermost layers are allowed to
adjust their transmission power, the lifetime extension can still be significant. When α is large, the performance
loss compared to the case without the extra constraint is small. For example, when α = 3, which is a typical path
loss exponent value, by only allowing innermost 3 layers to adjust transmission power, we can have 100% lifetime
extension. The conclusion is similar as those obtained from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The difference is that the network
lifetime extension has been increased by incorporating the processing energy consumption. As discussed before,
the significance of such constraint lies in that it can greatly simplify the distributed algorithm implementation and
reduce the extra signal interference.
IV. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM
In Section III we found that imposing constraint C3 (either transmitting using dchar or to the sink directly ) can
significantly simplify the implementation without much performance loss. Further, in order to combat the negative
effect of long transmission range, we impose an extra constraint: only those nodes that can directly reach the sink
are allowed to adjust their transmission range. As long as rmax is small, the extra signal interference caused by
adaptive power adjustment should be limited. However, all these numerical results are obtained through centralized
computation which is not appropriate to wireless sensor networks.
In this section we propose Energy Aware Data Propagation Algorithm (EADPA), a fully distributed algorithm,
to adaptively split traffic and adjust transmission power for each node. For a given node, if it is allowed to adjust
its transmission range, it needs to determine how to split the traffic to be sent between the sink and the next relay
respectively. It is not efficient to let some sensors relay a lot since it will make the network die fast. Thus when a
node has higher residual energy than its relays, it should send the traffic directly to the sink.
The basic idea of EADPA is as follows: suppose each node has selected a set of nodes (possibly one)) as its
relays where the relays are around dchar away from it. Each node keeps record of the residual energy of its relays.
When a node has a packet to send, it first compares its residual energy to the residual energy of its relays. If its
residual energy is more than the residual energy of all relays and it can directly reach the sink, then it sends the
packet directly to the sink; otherwise, it sends the packet to one of the relays that has the maximum residual energy.
The algorithmic description of EADPA is illustrated in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1 we assume that for each
node the set of its relays P has been given. This can be obtained in the following way: for each node, if the sink
is within dchar distance, then set the sink as its only relay; otherwise, pick k nodes within its c · dchar distance,
who have the shortest distances to the sink, as its relays. Here k ≥ 1 and c ≥ 1 are system parameters that can be
determined empirically. Another issue is how a node maintains the residual energy of its relays. This can be done
by letting all nodes broadcast their residual energy periodically.
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure for one single data transaction. Most steps are executed by the sender except
steps 14-17 which are executed by the receiver.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section evaluates the performance of proposed distributed algorithm EADPA, which is the distributed
implementation of proposed adaptive traffic distribution and power control approach, in randomly deployed wireless
sensor networks. We first focus on randomly deployed circular sensor network with radius R. The sink is located
at the center of the area. We set rmin = 75m, and set the node density to be 20/πr2min. Initially, each sensor has
2000 Joule energy. In each unit time (round) each node will generate a 25-Byte message to be sent to the sink. The
network radius varies from 600m to 1000m. Next we evaluate the performance of the proposed EADPA algorithm.
The baseline network lifetime is obtained by applying constraint C1. In the simulations, only the nodes that can
reach the sink directly execute EADPA. We then set rmax to different value to test different scenarios.
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Algorithm 1 Energy Aware Push Algorithm
Input: E denotes a node’s initial energy, P denotes the set of its relays, r denotes its distance to the
sink;
1: Eresidual = E; d = min{r, dchar};
2: while (Eresidual > 0) do
3: Let T denote the total traffic need to be sent this time;
4: if (T · (Pc + Pt(d)) > Eresidual) then
5: break;
6: end if
7: Find the relay p with the maximum residual energy from P, and use E presidual to denote p’s residual energy;
8: if (Epresidual < Eresidual AND r ≤ rmax) then
9: Directly send the packet to the sink;
10: Eresidual = Eresidual − T · (Pc + Pt(r));
11: else
12: send the packet to p;
13: Eresidual = Eresidual − T · (Pc + Pt(dchar));
14: Epresidual = E
p
residual − T · Pr;



























using EADPA within inner 300m
using EADPA within inner 400m
using EADPA within inner 500m
using EADPA within whole network
Fig. 10. Lifetime extension for EADPA in circular network
In the first setting, for each sensor, we set γ1 = 45nJ/bit, γ2 = 135nJ/bit, β = 10pJ/bit/m2 for α = 2, therefore
dchar  134m. Fig. 10 illustrates the simulation results, where the four curves correspond to the lifetime extension
obtained under four different rmax setting: 300m, 400m, 500m, and R. It is worth pointing out that in our simulation,
interference has not been considered separately.
First, from Fig. 10 we can see that after applying adaptive traffic distribution and power control, the network
lifetime can be significantly extended. For example, when rmax = R = 700m, more than 1000% lifetime extension
has been achieved, which also agrees with our numerical results. These results also confirm that even only a small
portion of nodes are allowed to adjust transmission range, the lifetime extension can still be significant. For example,
when R = 1000m and rmax = 300m, only 9% of the nodes are allowed to adjust their transmission power, while
400% lifetime extension can be achieved. Third, we can see that the lifetime extension is mainly determined by
rmax, and almost keep unchanged with the variation of network radius R, which also agrees with our numerical
analysis.
Next we decrease the value of γ2 from 135nJ/bit to 45nJ/bit to see the effect. All the other simulation parameters
are kept the same. The simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 11. By comparing the results in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11


























using EADPA within inner 300m
using EADPA within inner 400m
using EADPA within inner 500m
using EADPA within whole network























using EADPA within inner 300m
using EADPA within inner 400m
using EADPA within inner 500m
using EADPA within whole network
Fig. 12. Lifetime extension for EADPA in square network
45nJ/bit, the extended lifetime also decreases. For example, when rmax = 300m and R = 1000m, the extended
lifetime ratio decrease from 400% to 300% after we decreasing γ2 from 135nJ/bit to 45nJ/bit. The reason is
that when processing energy consumption is decreased, the characteristic distance also decreases. When r min is
fixed, comparing to a longer characteristic distance, less energy has been saved when d char is decreased. This also
indicates that the proposed adaptive traffic distribution and power control approach can work even better under
higher processing energy consumption situation.
Until now we have mainly focused on circular area. Next we change the network area from circular to square.
In this set of simulations, nodes are randomly deployed in a square with the sink lies in the center. The length of
each edge is 2R. All the other parameters are the same as in the first set of simulations. The simulation results are
illustrated in Fig. 12. Comparing the results in Fig. 12 with the results in Fig. 10 we can see that the results are
almost identical except some minor difference. One difference is that when rmax = R, the squared case results are
slightly higher in lifetime extension due to that more nodes are in the squared network. Another difference is that
when rmax < R, the squared case results are slightly lower in lifetime extension due to the less portion of nodes
are allowed to adjust their transmission range in the squared case. These results suggest that the proposed scheme
EADPA can also work well in networks with non-circular shape.
VI. RELATED WORK
In [19], [20], Rolim et. al. have studied energy-balanced data propagation in sensor networks. In their work, they
try to derive schemes which can make all nodes in the network die at the same speed. They have focused on a
special case: for each node, when it has a packet to send, it only has two options: either send to the next hop, or
directly send to the sink. In [21], the authors have derived an algorithm and prove that it can compute the traffic
split ratio optimally so that all nodes will die at the same speed.
However, there exist several major differences to distinguish our work with those in [19]–[21]. First, they have
not considered processing energy consumption, which limits their contribution. Second, instead of maximizing
the network lifetime, their goal is to let nodes die at the same speed, which may lead to a suboptimal solution.
Third, they have only considered the situation that the path loss exponent is 2. Fourth, they have not considered
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any practical issues related to their strategies, such as how to handle interference. Fifth, they do not provide any
distributed algorithms, and all their solutions need to be calculated in a centralized way.
In [22] also, the authors study energy-balanced data propagation by taking into consideration the processing
energy consumption. But again, their goal is to let nodes consume energy at same speed instead of maximizing
network lifetime.
It is also worth pointing out that our proposed approach can work together with existing techniques to further
extend the network lifetime, such as in-network data aggregation, sleep scheduling, and so on.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have demonstrated that adaptive traffic distribution and power control can significantly extend
the lifetime of wireless sensor networks. We have also demonstrated that by incorporating the processing energy
consumption, the lifetime can be further extended comparing to only considering the transmission energy consump-
tion. When investigating the optimal solutions to the lifetime maximizing adaptive traffic distribution and power
control problem, one important finding is that nodes should either transmit in the most energy efficient way, or
directly transmit to the sink. This has been verified by both numerical results as well as theoretical analysis. We have
also shown that the network lifetime can still be dramatically extended even if only a small portion of innermost
nodes are allowed to adjust their transmission power. This has great practical implication since it can significantly
simplify the medium access control and scheduling protocol design. Finally, we have proposed a fully distributed
algorithm to perform adaptive traffic distribution and transmission power adjustment for randomly deployed wireless
sensor networks. Extensive simulation have also been conducted, and the results have demonstrated that the network
lifetime can be dramatically extended by applying the proposed approach in various scenarios.
APPENDIX
Theorem 2: When all nodes can reach the sink by adjusting their transmission power, as long as rmindchar ≥
max {( (α−1)(lα−rα)[r(l−r+1)]α+(r−1)α−lα−[(l−r+1)·(r−1)]α )
1
α , 3 ≤ l ≤ L, 2 ≤ r ≤ l − 1}, there always exists an optimal
solution to the problem (4)-(9) with the simple form (11).
Proof: We let rmin = c·dchar , where c is constant. Then P l,kt = γ1+β((l−k)cdchar)α = γ1+ γ1+γ2α−1 ·(c(l−k))α.
We will show that any optimal solution can be transformed into a solution in simple form without losing optimality.
Let {xi,j} be an optimal solution. If this optimal solution is not in the simple form, then we can transform {xi,j}
to {x̃i,j} such that {x̃i,j} is in the simple form (11). The whole procedure is as follows:
We iteratively apply the following procedure: find the first link xl,l−r with the following properties:
• {xi,i−1 ≥ 0, xi,0 ≥ 0, xi,j = 0, 0 < i < l, 1 ≤ j ≤ i− 2}, that is, for all i < l, except xi,0 and xi,i−1, no other
links can have non-zero value.
• For all 0 < j < l − r, xl,j = 0.
Next we show how to redistribute xl,l−r to the other links without increasing the MIN-MAX power. For layer









2l − 2r − 1xi,l−r
≥ (P l−r,l−r−1t + Pr)
(
xl−r+1,l−r(2l − 2r + 1)
2l − 2r − 1 +
xl,l−r(2l − 1)













2l−2r−1xi,l−r + gl−r = xl−r,0 + xl−r,l−r−1 is the traffic that layer
l − r needs to transmit.
We split traffic xl,l−r into two parts ∆xl,l−r+1 and ∆xl,0 which will be sent to the layer l − r + 1 and the sink
respectively. To conserve traffic and to keep the layer l power consumption unchanged, we need to have{
∆xl,0 + ∆xl,l−r+1 = xl,l−r
P l,0t ∆xl,0 + P
l,l−r+1













After this traffic rerouting, the power consumed by layer l does not change. However, the incoming traffic of
layer l − r + 1 has been increased. Therefore we need to adjust layer l − r + 1’s traffic too. We intend to keep
the power consumption of layer l − r + 1 the same, so we try to increase x l−r+1,l−r by ∆xl−r+1,l−r and decrease
xl−r+1,0 by ∆xl−r+1,0. Traffic conservation and power consumption invariance imply that{
∆xl−r+1,l−r − ∆xl−r+1,0 = 2l−12l−2r+1∆xl,l−r+1


















Then there are two possible scenarios:
• Scenario 1: ∆xl−r+1,0 ≤ xl−r+1,0
• Scenario 2: ∆xl−r+1,0 > xl−r+1,0
For scenario 1, {xi,j} is updated as follows:
x1l,l−r = 0
x1l,l−r+1 = xl,l−r+1 + ∆xl,l−r+1
x1l,0 = xl,0 + ∆xl,0
x1l−r+1,l−r = xl−r+1,l−r + ∆xl−r+1,l−r
x1l−r+1,0 = xl−r+1,0 − ∆xl−r+1,0










2i−1 xk,i + gi
xi,j, i ≤ l − r
After updating, the traffic for layers over l − r + 1 keeps same except layer l, so their power consumption
do not change. The power consumption of layers l and l − r + 1 do not change, and the incoming traffic of








lα−(r−1)α ≤ 1, the incoming traffic of layer l − r will not increase. It is readily to check that
α − 1 + (c(l − r + 1))α
(c(l − r + 1))α − cα ·
lα − rα
lα − (r − 1)α ≤ 1 ⇔ c ≥
(
(α − 1)(lα − rα)
[r(l − r + 1)]α + (r − 1)α − lα − [(l − r + 1) · (r − 1)]α
) 1
α
Thus the incoming traffic of layer l − r and the layers insider layer l − r will not increase, thus the MIN-MAX
power will not increase.
Now let us consider scenario 2: ∆xl−r+1,0 > xl−r+1,0. In this scenario, we cannot decrease x l−r+1,0 by the
whole amount ∆xl−r+1,0. Consequently, {xi,j} is updated as follows:
x1l,l−r = 0
x1l,l−r+1 = xl,l−r+1 + ∆xl,l−r+1
x1l,0 = xl,0 + ∆xl,0
x1l−r+1,l−r = xl−r+1,l−r + xl−r+1,0 +
2l − 1
2l − 2r + 1∆xl,l−r+1
x1l−r+1,0 = 0










2i−1 xk,i + gi
xi,j , i ≤ l − r
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After updating, the power consumption of layer l keep same. The power consumption of layer l − r + 1 is
P 1l−r+1 = P
l−r+1,l−r
t (xl−r+1,l−r + xl−r+1,0 +
2l − 1





2l − 2r + 1xk,l−r+1 +
2l − 1
2l − 2r + 1∆xl,l−r+1)
≤ (P l−r+1,l−rt + Pr)(xl−r+1,l−r + xl−r+1,0 +
2l − 1
2l − 2r + 1∆xl,l−r+1)
Next we will show P 1l−r+1 ≤ Pl−r. Since ∆xl−r+1,0 > xl−r+1,0, we have
xl−r+1,0 +
2l − 1
2l − 2r + 1∆xl,l−r+1 < ∆xl−r+1,0 +
2l − 1
2l − 2r + 1∆xl,l−r+1 = ∆xl−r+1,l−r ≤
2l − 1
2l − 2r + 1xl,l−r, (16)
where the final inequality has been approved in scenario 1. We then have
P 1l−r+1 < (P
l−r+1,l−r
t + Pr)(xl−r+1,l−r +
2l − 1
2l − 2r + 1xl,l−r) ≤ Pl−r (17)
So the power consumption of layer l − r + 1, P 1l−r+1, is smaller than the original MIN-MAX power.
The incoming traffic of layer l − r is changed by 2l−2r+12l−2r−1xl−r+1,0 + 2l−12l−2r−1∆xl,l−r+1 − 2l−12l−2r−1xl,l−r < 0.
Thus, the incoming traffic of layer l − r is decreased, so the power consumption of layer l − r will not increase.
The power consumption of all other layers do not increase either. Therefore, in scenario 2, after updating, the
MIN-MAX power does not increase either.
Thus, after this procedure, {xi,j} is updated to {x1i,j} by redistributing traffic to delete the traffic on (l, l − r),
and the MIN-MAX power does not increase. We keep executing this procedure until the solution is in the standard
form. Since each application of this procedure does not increase the MIN-MAX power, the theorem is proved.






2 , there always exists an optimal solution to the problem (4)-(9) with the simple form (11).
Proof: When α = 2,(
(α − 1)(lα − rα)






2(l − r + 1)(r − 1)
) 1
α
Regard r as constant, let f(l) = l+r2(l−r+1)(r−1) , then we have
f(l) ≥ f(l + 1) ⇔ l + r
2(l + 1 − r)(r − 1) ≥
l + 1 + r
2(l + 1 + 1 − r)(r − 1) ⇔ 2r ≥ 1 (18)
So when r keeps same, f(l) is nonincreasing function.
Regard l as constant, let g(r) = l+r2(l−r+1)(r−1) , and let l − 3 ≥ w ≥ 1, then we have
g(2) ≥ g(2 + w) ⇔ l + 2
2(l − 1) ≥
l + 2 + w
2(l − w − 1)(w + 1) ⇔ l
2 ≥ lw + l + 2w + 3 ⇔ w ≤ l
2 − l − 3
l + 2
(19)
At the same time, l − 3 ≤ l2−l−3l+2 ⇔ −3 ≤ 0. It guarantees that (19) holds when w ≤ l − 3. So the max of g(r) is
achieved at r = 2
Thus when α = 2,max {( (α−1)(lα−rα)[r(l−r+1)]α+(r−1)α−lα−[(l−r+1)·(r−1)]α )
1
α , 3 ≤ l ≤ L, 2 ≤ r ≤ l − 1} is achieved at
l = 3, r = 2 which makes it as
√
5
2 . According to Theorem 2, the Corollary holds.
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